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The main result of this paper is that, given a Turing machine M with k-heads on 
a d-dimensional tape, one can effectively construct a Turing machine M’ with 
k d-dimensional tapes but only one head per tape and one additional linear single- 
head tape which simulates A4 in linear-time. c’, 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the definition of a Turing 
machine (TM). Briefly a TM consists of a finite state control unit, special 
one-way devices for input and output, and storage. The latter consists of a 
fixed number of tapes of various dimensions with several heads on each. If 
the storage consists of one single d-dimensional tape with k heads on it, the 
TM is called a d-dimensional k-head machine. The TM is called a d-dimen- 
sional k-tape machine if the storage consists of k d-dimensional tapes with 
one head per tape. 
It is well known that all types of storage are equivalent with respect to 
the computational power (Hartmanis and Stearns, 1965; Hennie and 
Stearns, 1966; Stoss, 1971), but not with respect to computational com- 
plexity (Hennie, 1966). 
Under the latter point of view we compare d-dimensional k-head 
machines with d-dimensional k-tape machines. We say that a machine M’ 
simulates a machine M if the input/output behavior of both machines are 
identical. The simulation is said to be in real time if the input/output 
behaviour is also identical with respect to time. A weaker concept is that of 
simulation in linear time. Here it is only necessary that at the time t of 
every M-step the total running time of M’ up to that point be bounded by 
an input independent linear function of t. 
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It is quite obvious that a d-dimensional k-tape machine can be simulated 
by a d-dimensional k-head machine in real time. We consider the reverse 
problem. 
THEOREM 1. A 2-dimensional k-head TM can he simulated by a 2-dimen- 
sional k-tape TM in linear time. 
In case of dimension 1 the corresponding result has been proved in 
@toss, 1970). For dimensions d> 2 we show the slightly weaker result: 
THEOREM 2. A d-dimensional k-head TM can he simulated in linear time 
by a d-dimensional k-tape TM with one additional linear single-head tape. 
Paul (1984) has shown that for d b 2, k > 2 it is impossible to simulate in 
real time d-dimensional k-head machines by d-dimensional k-tape machines 
even if the simulating machine has a finite number of additional linear 
tapes. Therefore it is impossible to strengthen our results from linear time 
simulation to real time simulation. 
On the other hand, following from the work of Fischer, Meyer, and 
Rosenberg (1972), and Leong and Seiferas (1977) a d-dimensional mul- 
tihead TM can be simulated in realtime by a d-dimensional multitape TM 
if we increase the number of heads essentially. 
To give a motivation for more detailed considerations we first describe 
briefly our concept of the simulation of a 2-head TM M by a 2-tape TM 
M’. M’ maintains two separate copies of the simulated machines tape, each 
with only one of the heads present. If both tapes are up-to-date in the 
vicinity of the present head, M’ can perform some simulation steps in the 
obvious way. But neither tape can be kept constantly up-to-date in the 
vicinity of the absent head. Therefore from time to time M’ suspends the 
step-by-step simulation and a cleanup phase is initiated. In this cleanup 
phase both tapes are updated and some bookkeeping is performed as 
preparation for the next cleanup. These cleanups are crucial for the 
simulation time. The simulating machine M’ may spend during the cleanup 
phase a number of steps proportional to the total computation time of M 
up to the beginning of that cleanup. This situation is typical for linear time 
simulations which are not simulations in real time. 
2. SUBSIDIARY MACHINES 
The following lemma is fundamental for the design of the cleanup phase. 
LEMMA 1. One can construct a d-dimensional single head TM M which, 
given a finite connected set V qf marked squares on its tape T and an 
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arbitrary square s of V, moves its head in L’,( # V) steps from s visiting all 
squares of V back to s. 
We call M the “round trip machine.” 
Proof We use a depth first search strategy for the construction of that 
machine M. We interprete the marked portion of T as a graph G with ver- 
tex set V. Two vertices o, [I’ are joint by an edge (v, v’ 3 iff v # u’ and v and 
v’ are neighbours on T. Obviously the graph has degree deg G d 2d. Let 
E(o) denote the set of edges adjacent to u. We define an algorithm which 
describes how to walk from one vertex using an edge to the next vertex in 
such a manner as to visit all vertices of G and to return to the vertex we 
started with. During the algorithm we mark vertices and edges say with 
colours: At the beginning all vertices and edges are blue. When we visit a 
vertex we colour it black. When we traverse along a blue edge we colour it 
green, when we go along a green one we colour it red. A red edge never 
will be used. 
The algorithm starts with an arbitrary vertex s. 
Set u(0) := s 
For t=O, l,... do 
colour c(t) black. 
If E(t)(t)) contains no blue or green edge: End. 
else 
if E(t)(t)) contains a blue edge say (t’(t), c i with 11 blue then 
u(f+ l):=o, colour (t’(r), C) green, t :=t+ 1. 
else 
if @u(t) contains a blue edge say {c(l), 1’) with 1’ black then 
colour { c( 1). L‘) red. 
else 
if E( u(f)) contains a green edge say {L’(I), v} then 
o(t+ 1) := v, colour (c(l). ~1) red, t := t+ I. 
Obviously every edge can be used at most twice and the algorithm stops 
within at most (deg G)# V d 2d# V steps. The sequence (u(O), a( 1 ),..., v(t,)) 
of vertices produced by this algorithm has the following properties: 
(i) Every two subsequent vertices u(t), v(t + 1) are neighbours in G. 
(ii) v(O) = v(to). 
(iii) {v(O), u(l), . . . . v(t,)} = V. 
Property (i) is obvious by the construction of the algorithm. The main 
steps in the proof of properties (ii) and (iii) are the following propositions 
which can be shown by straightforward arguments: 
PROPOSITION 1. At every step t the green edges,form a path from v(0) to 
v(t) in G which hits ever,’ vertex at most once. 
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hOPOSlTION 2. At the end of the algorithm the graph contains no green 
edge. This implies property (ii ). 
PROPOSITION 3. At the end qf the algorithm all vertices are black. This 
implies property (iii). 
Similar algorithms may be found in the literature, e.g., Noltemeier 
(1976). 
Remember that V is a set of marked squares of a Turing tape T. The 
algorithm needs for the choice of the next vertex u( t + 1) only information 
concerning the colours of u(t), of its neighbours, and of the edges adjacent 
to u(t). This information can be stored in the tape squares u(t) and its 
neighbours and therefore this algorithm can be performed by a single-head 
TM in O( # V) steps. 
This round trip machine is the main tool to construct several other 
Turing machines we use in the cleanup procedure. All these machines start 
with a finite connected set V of marked squares on one of its tapes. 
The “find-u-marked-square machine” M, . Given two squares s, , sz E V 
indicated by special marks, M, moves its head from s, to sz. 
Construction. Start the round trip machine on sl and stop when the 
marked square s2 is reached. 
The “copy machine” M,. M, has 2 single-head d-dimensional tapes. 
Starting with one head on a square of V, it copies V to the other tape and 
moves both heads back to the start position. 
Construction. M, operates with one head as a round trip machine. The 
second head moves in parallel with the first and prints the symbols scanned 
by the first. 
The “eraser machine” M,. M3 has 2 single-head tapes. Starting with 
one head in V it erases all marks from the squares of V and moves both 
heads back to the start position. 
Construction. Denote H,, H2 the heads of M,. First M, operates with 
H, as a round trip machine and Hz writes a shift protocol; i.e., it writes a 
linear string (S, , Sz, . ..). w  h ere S, denotes the shift performed by HI at 
step t. Then H, runs backwards through that string, H, performs the shifts 
scanned by Hz, and both heads erase the marks (resp. shiftsymbols). 
The “shortest path machine” M4. M, has 2 single-head d-dimensional 
tapes T,, T2 with heads H, (resp. Hz). On T, two squares sl, s2 E V are 
indicated by special marks, the same squares are marked on T,. Starting 
with both heads on the s, squares, M4 marks on T2 a shortest path 
between s, and s2. 
Construction. M, operates repeatedly on T, as a “find-a-marked-square 
machine,” moving its head H, d times from s, to s2. H, starts on the 
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marked square sb := s1 . During the ith passage of H, head, H, performs in 
parallel with H, exactly those shifts which go in the ith direction of the 
d-dimensional storage and marks its position (say s:) if H, has reached s2, 
Then Hz marks all squares between s:-, and s: (this can be done using 
only shifts in the ith direction) and goes back to 3:. Head H, moves back 
to s, and M, is ready for the next passage. See Fig. 1. Because sb = s1 we 
get s; = s2 and the marked part of T, is a shortest path between sr and s2. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of our construction of 
these machines and of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. The machines M, , M,, M,, M, run at most 0( # V) steps. 
3. THE SIMULATION 
Now we are ready to obtain the simulation results claimed in Section 1. 
First we handle two-head machines. The result will then be generalized to 
establish Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Given a d-dimensional 2-head TM M one can construct a 
d-dimensional 2-tape TM M’ with one additional linear single-head tape 
which simulates M in linear time. 
Proof First we sketch a d-dimensional 2-head TM A? with one 
additional counter which simulates M step-by-step but performs after each 
simulation step some bookkeeping. 
We say the M- ti simulation is at t, in a normed state if the head 
positions of M after its t,th step agree with the head positions of fi after 
the simulation of this step, the tape contents agree up to the fact that on 
the A? tape the head positions are marked by H, (resp. Hz) and a shortest 
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path connecting the head positions is marked with P, and the counter 
contains the current head distance &t,,). 
We suppose M starts with an empty tape and both heads on the same 
square. & starts with the same configuration, marks the head position with 
H,, H,, P, and gives the value C(0) : =0 to the counter. Clearly the 
simulation is now in a normed state. 
Suppose that at 1, the simulation is in a normed state. &l distinguishes 
two cases depending on the size of the current head distance s(t,) stored in 
the counter. 
Case 1. 6( to) 6 4. I@ simulates one step of A4 and restores a normed 
state. 
Case 2. 6( t,,) > 4. I@ begins a step-by-step simulation of M. After each 
M-step it checks the current value C(t) of the counter. As long as C(t) > 4 
& marks the headpositions by N,(resp. N:), decreases the counter by 2 
and continues the simulation. If C(t) < 4, M marks the head positions by 
NH,(resp. NH,), marks by NP a shortest path between the head positions 
and resets the counter to the current value of the head distance being the 
length of that path. See Fig. 2. 
Then it erases all other marks and changes the marks NH, to H, 
(i= 1, 2) and NP to P. 
Now the simulation is again in a normed state. 
PROPOSITION 4. During Case 2 no square is marked with both marks N, 
and N,. 
Proqf: During Case 2, L%? performs r+(s(t,) - 4)1< L@(t,)] simulation 
steps and therefore a square marked with N, (resp. N,) has distance less 
than L@(t,)J from the square marked with H, (resp. H,). If a square 
would have both marks the distance between the H, square and the H, 
square would be less than 2 . L@(t,) J 6 &t,), a contradiction. i 
N”2 
P -2 
FIGURE 2 
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This implies the following corollary which is fundamental for the 
construction of the desired 2-tape machine M’. 
COROLLARY. During the simulation steps of Case 2 every head of ti 
scans only s-vmbols printed before t, or printed later on by itself: 
Therefore, it does not matter whether during these steps both heads act 
on the same tape or on separate tapes. 
By this observation we are now able to replace the 2-head machine h?f by 
a TM M’ with two d-dimensional single-head tapes T’, (resp. rz) and one 
additional single-head linear tape C’ used as a counter. Denote HI as the 
head on tape Ti(i= 1,2). M’ maintains two separate copies of the Q-tape 
each with only one of its heads present. We say the M- M’ simulation is in 
a normed state iff that holds for the M- ti simulation, the tape of I@ and 
both tapes of M’ have the same contents including marks, head Hi is on 
the square of T; marked by Hi (i = 1, 2), and the counter of M’ contains the 
current head distance, C’(t,) = 6( to). See Fig. 3. 
M’ starts with empty tapes, marks the head positions on both tapes with 
H, , H,, P, and sets the counter to C’(0) := 0. Then the M- M’ simulation 
is in a normed state. Suppose the M - M’ simulation is at t, in a normed 
state. 
Case 1. C’(t,) < 4. M’ simulates the next M-step and restores a 
normed state. 
Because the head distance is <4 this can be done using standard techni- 
ques within a bounded number of steps. 
Case 2. C’( to) > 4. M’ begins a step-by step simulation of M, where the 
actions of head Hi of M are performed by head Hi of M’ on tape 
Tl(i = 1, 2). After each simulation step it checks the current value C’(t) of 
the counter. As long as C’(t) > 4 it marks its head positions with N, 
(resp. IV,), decreases the counter by 2 and continues the simulation. 
HERD Hi 
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FIGURE 4 
If C’(r) <4 it marks the head positions with NH, (resp. NH,), suspends 
the step-by-step simulation and the cleanup phase is initiated which 
restores a normed state. 
Remark. It follows immediately from the above corollary that the 
simulation performed during Case 2 is correct. 
The situation at the begin of the cleanup phase is shown by Fig. 4. We 
use for the construction of the cleanup phase the machines described in 
Section 2. 
M’ acts as a “find-a-marked-square machine” and shifts both heads to 
the positions marked by H,. Then M’ acts as a ‘%opy machine” and copies 
the portion of Yz marked by Nz on tape T;. Similarily, M’ then shifts both 
heads to the positions marked by H, , copies the N,-part from T’, to YI and 
moves the heads to the positions marked with NH, on c(i= 1,2). Now the 
heads have the same positions as at the beginning of the cleanup phase but 
both tapes have the same contents including marks. See Fig. 5. 
Then M’ acts as a “shortest path machine” and marks with NP on both 
tapes a shortest path between the squares marked with NH, and NH, and 
resets the counter to the length of that path. 
Finally it acts as an “eraser machine,” cancels all marks P, 
N’&--- ,__---- ___--- INI 
FNYJRE 5 
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H,, H,, N,, N,, and changes the marks NH, to H,, NH, to H,, and NP 
to P. Now the tapes have identical contents marked as in Fig. 3 and the 
M - M’ simulation is again in a normed state. 
It is clear that this machine M’ performs a correct simulation of M. To 
show that M’ simulates M in linear time it is enough to consider the 
cleanup phase. 
Let us denote t, a step where a cleanup is performed and t, < ti the last 
step where the M- M’ simulation was normed. It is clear by Lemma 2 that 
the cleanup phase needs only O(m(t, )) steps where m(ti) denotes the 
number of squares marked on the tapes of M’ at the beginning of the 
cleanup phase. By construction, 
Nt,) d 2(~(hl) + (tl - to)) 
holds, because on each tape the squares of a path of length @t,) are 
marked with P and the other marked squares have been head positions 
during t, - t, steps. 
As mentioned above, we have 
t, - t,=r&vt,)-4)13g(t,) C&t,) > 4) 
and, therefore, 
m(t,)<2.(6(t,-t,)+(tl-t,,))= 14(t,-t,). 
Putting things together, we get that the cleanup phase needs only O(t, - to) 
steps and, summing up this for all cleanups up to simulation step t, we get 
a total amount of O(t) steps. This shows that M’ performs a linear-time 
simulation. 
This construction generalizes immediately to the k-tape simulation of a 
k-head TM M claimed in Theorem 2. The ith head Hi of the simulating 
TM M’ acts on its tape r as the ith head of the machine M. For each of 
the (‘;) pairs of heads M’ performs the bookkeeping and the cleanups like 
the 2-tape machine constructed above using (4) separate sets of marks and 
($) counters. This yields immediately a linear time simulation by a k-tape 
machine with ($) additional linear tapes, one for each counter. But any 
fixed number (say m) of counters can be handled without essential loss of 
time on one single head linear tape storing the bits as indicated in Fig. 6, 
=m b,,, bo2 . . . . c 
FIGURE 6 
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where 6, denotes the ith bit of the jth counter. The details are left to the 
reader. This proves Theorem 2. 
In the case of 2-dimensional tapes we can avoid the counters completely. 
To see that we change the TM M’ constructed in the proof of Theorem 3 
to a 2-dimensional 2-tape machine M” without an additional tape. M” acts 
in general like M’ but at a normed state of the simulation, in addition, on 
each tape around the current headposition, the boundary of a rectangle 
with side length L$s(t,) J is marked. (See Fig. 7). The cleanup procedure is 
initiated when one of the heads has reached this boundary and at the end 
of the cleanup phase this extended normed state is restored. If 6( t,) denotes 
the current head distance then clearly this can be done in less than 0(&t,)) 
steps. (In general we need proportional to 6( t,)“- ’ steps to mark the boun- 
dary. In case d > 2 this is to much to get a linear time simulation.) 
With this modified cleanup procedure we can argue as in the proof of 
Theorem 3. If we copy both rectangles on the same tape they do not 
overlap and therefore the corollary is still true. Furthermore each head 
needs at least $6( to) steps to reach the marked boundary and therefore M” 
performs between two cleanups at least t, - t, 3 a&t,) simulation steps. 
This yields, as in the proof of Theorem 3, a linear time simulation, proving 
Theorem 1. 
It should be remarked that we can work without the additional tape in 
the general case too but have to pay with a slowdown of the simulating 
machine. 
THEOREM 4. Given a d-dimensional k-head TM A4 one can construct a 
d-dimensional k-tape TM M” which simulates t M-steps in O(t .log* t) steps. 
We give only the main idea of the proof. First we simulate M in linear 
time by a k-tape TM M’ which has an additional counter C, for each pair 
(Hi, Hi) (i <j) of heads. Then we simulate M’ by a k-tape TM M” so that 
i----------- 
Hl 
-Ii 
P 
nz 
P 
TI’ T2’ 
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its ith head H:’ manages all counters C, (j = i + 1, . . . . k) in addition to the 
simulations of the actions of the ith M’ head. A simple way is to copy in 
parallel with each shift of head HI’ all counters managed by this head. This 
approach yields a simulation time of O( t . log t). But using the technique of 
iteratively logarithmically segmented counters it is not necessary to copy a 
whole counter. Define g: N -+ N with g(0) := 1, g(j) := 2”” ~I’ (j>O). 
Divide the counter into subcounters of length g(j) (j = I,...). Only the sub- 
counter of length g( 1) is copied and reduced by one after each simulation 
step. If this counter goes empty fetch the next nonempty subcounter (with 
length say g(i)), reduce it by one and create new subcounters of length g(j) 
(j = l,..., i- 1) near the present position of head Hi’. In addition to this 
idea we have to perform some bookkeeping and to solve a lot of technical 
problems to make sure that the right subcounter can be found quickly 
whenever we need it. The details and the proof that this yields a simulation 
time of O(t . log* t) may be found in Paul ( 1978, p. 123) for linear tapes 
and in Schnitzlein (1982) for tapes of arbitrary dimensions. 
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